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Abstract
An innovative ADE-TFT interpretable tourism demand forecasting model was proposed to address the issue of the insufficient
interpretability of existing tourism demand forecasting. This model effectively optimizes the parameters of the Temporal Fusion
Transformer (TFT) using an adaptive differential evolution algorithm (ADE). TFT is a brand-new attention-based deep learning
model that excels in prediction research by fusing high-performance prediction with time-dynamic interpretable analysis. The
TFT model can produce explicable predictions of tourism demand, including attention analysis of time steps and the ranking of
input factors’ relevance. While doing so, this study adds something unique to the literature on tourism by using historical tourism
volume, monthly new confirmed cases of travel destinations, and big data from travel forums and search engines to increase the
precision of forecasting tourist volume during the COVID-19 pandemic. The mood of travelers and the many subjects they spoke
about throughout off-season and peak travel periods were examined using a convolutional neural network model. In addition, a
novel technique for choosing keywords fromGoogle Trends was suggested. In other words, the Latent Dirichlet Allocation topic
model was used to categorize the major travel-related subjects of forum postings, after which the most relevant search terms for
each topic were determined. According to the findings, it is possible to estimate tourism demand during the COVID-19 pandemic
by combining quantitative and emotion-based characteristics.
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1 Introduction

In many countries, the tourism industry is a pillar industry
owing to its increasing contribution to the gross domestic
product [1]. However, as the tourism industry is characterized
by the “spatial mobility of people,” it is one of the industries
most affected by coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19) [2].
The World Health Organization (WHO) has declared
COVID-19 a global threat [3]. More than 560 million cases
of infection and more than 6 million fatalities had been

published globally as of July 2022. The rapid global expan-
sion of COVID-19 is substantially impairing human life as
well as international trade [4, 5]. Research on the effects of
COVID-19 on the world is currently in high demand [6, 7].
During the outbreak, most countries implemented strict inter-
national and domestic travel restrictions to contain the spread
of infection [8]. With the pandemic under control and many
countries relaxing travel restrictions, the tourism industry has
been slowly recovering. To move forward, accurate tourism
demand forecasting following the COVID-19 pandemic is
important to the strategic planning of tourism destinations
and tourism-related enterprises [9]. However, the uncertainty
resulting from COVID-19 leads to major challenges in fore-
casting tourism demand.

Some previous tourism volume forecasting studies have
been based on large amounts of historical data. However,
historical data for tourism demand forecasting cannot reflect
the impact of sudden and unexpected events such as diseases,
disasters, or crises. Therefore, explanatory variables that can
reflect the impact of uncertain events and monitor visitor be-
havior and satisfaction on time are necessary when predicting
tourism demand during the COVID-19 period. Big data
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satisfies these characteristics; hence, it can provide the possi-
bility for accurate and timely tourism demand prediction [10,
11]. In addition, to provide high-frequency information, big
data can show visitors’ preferences and changes in their pref-
erences in real-time.

Website traffic data and search engine data have been use-
ful in improving the accuracy of tourism demand, tourist at-
traction demand, and hotel room demand [12, 13]. Besides,
travelers prefer to trust other travelers’ information or com-
ments on social media platforms, rather than information from
service providers [14]. As a result, online reviews and user-
generated content have gained immense importance [15, 16],
thus proving the usefulness of well-known sites such as
TripAdvisor in forecasting travel demand success [17, 18].
Big data shared on online social media can help predict rapid
changes in tourist preferences and popular trends in destina-
tions by analyzing the topics discussed in online discourse
[19].

Volume-based data like Google Trends and online media
data have their pros and cons in predicting tourism volume
[20]. For example, a high search volume about a travel desti-
nation on Google Trends does not necessarily reflect the great
interest of travelers, and positive media messages can indicate
an increase but not the exact amount. In forecasting tourism
demand, integrating quantitative and emotion-based comple-
mentary variables are valuable and meaningful [21]. Poor
tourism volume prediction may result from insufficient diver-
sity of data, particularly during the COVID-19 period. Li et al.
[22] emphasized that the locations where policymakers can
quickly plan may be significantly impacted by the application
of multi-source data. Therefore, by merging data from other
complementing sources, this issue may be solved.

The coupling relationship between influencing factors and
tourism volume data in the current tourism demand forecast-
ing models is rarely examined and explained [23]. Although
deep learning models have been used by some researchers to
anticipate time series with excellent accuracy [24], experimen-
tal models are unable to describe how deep learning models
function. The research’s findings cannot persuade those em-
ployed in the tourism industry due to a lack of explanatory
power. Therefore, further research needs to be done to deter-
mine how tourism demand forecasts may be understood ef-
fectively. Given the limitations of previous research, this work
improved the Temporal Fusion Transformers (TFT) using an
adaptive differential evolution algorithm (ADE) and then cre-
ated a high-level, understandable forecasting model for tour-
ism demand. There are four primary contributions to this
work.

(a) This study’s main contribution was the new and
thoughtful strategy which is choosing keywords from
Google Trends. The primary subjects in the travel
forum content were examined using the LDA topic

model, and then the most pertinent search terms were
chosen based on each topic.

(b) This is one of the initial attempts to develop a temporal
fusion transformed explanatory monthly tourism de-
mand forecasting model. The TFT’s parameters were
optimized using an adaptive differential evolution algo-
rithm, which boosts prediction stability and accuracy.
This work added to the knowledge in the academic com-
munity about the interpretability of input variables used
in tourism forecasting and offered a fresh perspective on
explicable time series forecasting.

(c) Text from travel forum threads was automatically ex-
tracted using a deep learning algorithm. The goal of this
work is to show how travel forum posts may be used to
forecast tourism volume. The CNN model was used to
examine the attitudes of passengers and the various sub-
jects that they discussed both during low- and high-
season travel.

(d) Using historical tourism volume, monthly new con-
firmed cases of travel destinations, travel forum data,
and search engine data, it is possible to project tourism
volume for the COVID-19 period with satisfactory fore-
casting performance. The outcomes show that emotion-
based and quantitative variables work together to esti-
mate tourism demand.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2
provides a detailed literature review of the common methods
of tourism volume forecasting, tourism forecasting with on-
line community dynamics, and tourism forecasting with
search engine data. Section 3 discusses the text mining tech-
nique and the proposed ADE-TFT model. Section 4 presents
the data retrieval, experiment process, results, and managerial
implications. The last section concludes the study and states
current limitations and potential future directions.

2 Literature review

2.1 Common methods of tourism volume forecasting

Various pieces of literature discuss methods of tourism de-
mand forecasting. For example, Song et al. [25] reviewed
211 papers published between 1968 and 2018. Their study
shed light on the evolution of tourism demand forecasting
methods. Tourism volume forecasting models that have been
applied are time series analysis approaches, econometric ap-
proaches, and emerging artificial intelligence (AI) techniques
[26–30]. Popular time series analysis approaches include the
autoregressive moving average model, exponential smoothing
model, and structural time series model, which perform well
in linear forecasting [31]. According to recent systematic re-
views, examples of widely used econometric approaches
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models in tourism demand forecasting are error correction
models, autoregressive distributed lag models, VAR, and
time-varying parameters [32]. Owing to the strong nonlinear
fitting ability of several AI-based techniques, an increasing
number of scholars have paid attention to the application of
AI in tourism demand prediction, such as artificial neural net-
works and support vector regression [33, 34]. For example,
Bi, Li, and Fan [35] proposed a deep learning model to fore-
cast tourism demandwith time-series imaging. Although there
are a number of new strategies for estimating tourism demand,
none of them is necessarily superior to the others, according to
the no free lunch theorems [36].

Most of the existing tourism demand forecasting models
are limited to the research on the selection and processing of
input variables while ignoring the analysis and interpretation
of the coupling relationship between influencing factors and
tourism demand [37]. The more important decision-making is
in the work of tourism practitioners, the higher the explanatory
power required by the model. The interpretability methods
commonly used in deep learning are not suitable for time
series forecasting. Different from previous studies, this study
introduced a TFTmodel to resolve the heterogeneity of data in
tourism demand forecasting to obtain high performance, and
also makes time series forecasting interpretable and satisfies
the needs of tourism decision-makers.

2.2 Tourism forecasting with online community
dynamics

Online travel communities can influence the choices of poten-
tial visitors. Measuring potential visitors’ dynamics and emo-
tions is necessary to see if predictive information can be ex-
tracted to make meaningful tourism demand predictions [38].
Online community dynamics are divided into two categories,
namely online reviews and travel forum text. Many studies
explore the effects of reviews on tourist behavior [39].
However, only a few studies used online travel community
dynamics to conduct tourism forecasting. Colladon et al. [40]
analyzed online community dynamics and provided new pre-
dictors for tourism demand forecasting. As online reviews
sometimes include deceptive content, which is generated by
people who share false experiences and judgments to promote
businesses, travel forum text appears more authentic and
reliable.

The use of travel forum text in tourism forecasting is
only emerging [41]. In this study, the performance of
travel forum text in tourism demand forecasting is further
analyzed. The LDA topic model was used to identify the
main topics of travel forum posts, and the CNN model
was employed to analyze the mood of travelers and dif-
ferent topics that travelers talked about during travel off-
season and peak season.

2.3 Tourism forecasting with search engine data

As the Internet develops, tourists become increasingly
empowered to obtain information about their tourism des-
tinations anytime and anywhere. Travelers search the
Internet for tourism information to make decisions about
their future behavior. Therefore, as search engine data
have distinct advantages of high frequency and potential
to sensitively capture the behavior of travelers, scholars
have focused on using popular Internet search data (e.g.,
Google Trends and Baidu Index) to make tourism predic-
tions [42]. In most cases, search engine data can signifi-
cantly develop the forecasting performance of tourism de-
mand [43, 44]. For example, Li and Law [45] proposed a
decomposition-based perspective to forecast tourist vol-
umes to Hong Kong using Google Trends and obtained
satisfactory forecasting performances. Li et al. [46] used
principal component analysis to decorrelate the selected
Baidu Index to enhance the forecasting performance of
tourism demand. Yang et al. [47] compared Baidu data
with Google Trends in tourism demand forecasting for
Hainan Province. As Baidu Index has a larger market
share in China, using Baidu Index can obtain better fore-
casting performance. Google Trends is selected as the
source of search data to forecast tourism demand in the
three main European capitals because Google has the big-
gest market share in Europe.

Keyword selection is a critical step in search engine
data modeling [48]. Li et al. [49] summarized two main
methods of keyword selection. The first method is to
employ Google-related categories provided by Google
Trends to make tourism demand forecasts [50]. The sec-
ond method is to reduce the dimension of search engine
data by a few keywords or composite index. The method
of choosing appropriate keywords needs to be further
explored. Compared with previous studies, this study
proposed an innovative method by using LDA to analyze
travel forum posts and to select the most predictive
search keywords.

3 Methodology

With a focus on enhancing newly confirmed cases,
Google Trends, and online media data’s forecasting effec-
tiveness, this study offered a unique data-driven strategy
for interpretable tourism volume forecasting for the
COVID-19 period. The suggested forecasting method is
displayed in Fig. 1. The three European capitals of Paris,
Amsterdam, and Lisbon were selected as examples in this
study since they are the most visited cities and because
the COVID-19 epidemic has a significant impact on their
tourism industries. Data from travel forums were gathered
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from TripAdvisor. The most foretelling search terms from
Google Trends were chosen for the unique analysis of
travel forum posts using the Latent Dirichlet Allocation
(LDA) topic model. A convolutional neural network
(CNN), a deep learning model, was used to extract textual
features from travel forum entries. Data on newly con-
firmed cases were gathered each month to reflect the ep-
idemic scenario in popular tourist areas. The ADE-TFT
model was then updated with information on textual fea-
tures, historical tourism volume, monthly new confirmed
cases of tourism destinations, Google Trends, and the
number of postings.

3.1 Text-convolutional neural network

Figure 2 shows the model architecture of the convolutional
neural network, which is similar to that ofWu et al. [51]. CNN
can learn the interaction between the constituent semantic
fragments to make full use of the semantic relations between
the modes of the travel forum text [52, 53].

The preprocessing of text data has three steps: the first step
is the tokenization and filtering of stop words and punctuation
(e.g., “in,” “the,” “is”). Second, we convert each sentence into
the same length by the padded sequence. Specifically, a fixed
sentence length is determined, then any words that exceed the

Fig. 1 Forecasting framework of this study
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specified length will be removed, and any sentences that do
not reach the specified length will be filled in with zeros.
Third, each word is converted into a unique vector by a word
embedding model (word2vec).

In convolutional layers with different convolution kernel
sizes, vectors of different dimensions are obtained. In the
pooling layer, 1-Max-pooling is implemented to extract the
maximum feature. Thereafter, the first full connection em-
ploys “ReLU” as an activation function, and the second full
connection layer uses “Softmax” as an activation function.
Finally, the CNN outputs the probability of each class. Note
that the probability of each class is the final text features ex-
tracted from travel forum posts. The output represents the
fluctuation of monthly tourism volume. Tourism volume
movement vt is described as follows:

vt ¼ 0; cm � cm�1

1; cm > cm�1;

�
ð1Þ

where cm represents the tourism volume at month m. When
tourism volume increases from the previous month, vt is 1;
otherwise, vt is 0.

3.2 Prediction models

3.2.1 Temporal Fusion Transformers

The Google Cloud AI team’s TFT model is a multi-horizon
time series prediction deep learning model that is naturally
interpretable [54] and has greater explanatory power than the
standard black-box model. TFT combines high-performance
multilevel forecasting with interpretable insights because mul-
tilevel forecasting problems frequently have complicated in-
puts, such as static covariates, known future inputs, and other
exogenous time series that are only observed historically. Use

sequence-to-sequence layers for local processing of known
and observed inputs, a static covariate encoder to encode con-
text vectors, sample-dependent variable selection to reduce
irrelevant inputs, and temporal self-attention that uses a de-
coder to understand any long-term dependencies in the
dataset. Figure 3 depicts the model architecture of the TFT.
TFT can effectively create feature representations for each
input type using canonical components, which enhances pre-
diction performance for a variety of prediction tasks.

The gating mechanism, variable selection network, static
covariate encoder, temporal processing, and multilevel predic-
tion interval prediction are the five basic parts of the TFT.
a)Gating mechanism, which has the purpose of skipping over
all architectural elements that are not in use while supplying
adjustable depth and network complexity to adapt to various
datasets and circumstances; b)The variable selection network
chooses the corresponding input variable at each time step; c)
the static covariate encoder integrates static features into the
network and constraints temporal dynamics by encoding con-
text vectors; d) Temporal processing, which involves the ac-
quisition of long-term or short-term temporal associations
from observations or known time-varying inputs. Sequence-
to-sequence layers are utilized for local processing, whilst
long-term terms rely on a new interpretable multi-head atten-
tion block capture; e) Multi-level prediction interval predic-
tion utilizing quantile prediction to establish the range of prob-
able target values inside each prediction interval. The com-
plete details of TFT are provided in the reference [54].

3.2.2 The proposed ADE-TFT model

The performance and accuracy of the TFT are significantly
influenced by its characteristics. The task of choosing the ideal
set of six hyperparameters is quite challenging. Thus, to fulfill
this work, a trustworthy and effective algorithm should be

Fig. 2 The model architecture of
the text CNN.
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applied. Due to its effectiveness and simplicity, adaptive dif-
ferential evolution (ADE) is one of the best evolutionary op-
timization methods [55, 56]. Evolutionary optimization algo-
rithms can search for a larger range of parameters than the
current neural network parameter tuning method, such as op-
timizing the input step size, which is not available in many
parameters tuning methods. Therefore, in this work, the ideal
TFT combination for the six hyperparameters is chosen using
ADE. The parameters that have been chosen include the num-
ber of time steps, learning rates, batch sizes, hidden layer
counts, consecutive hidden layer counts, and attention head
counts. Figure 4 depicts ADE-TFT. The following lists the
specifics of the optimization processes.

Step 1: Data preparation, validation, and testing data make
up the dataset.

Step 2: Initializing ADE’s parameters and population. The
following parameters are set: population size (NP),
maximum iteration number of ADE (T), mutation
factor range (F), crossover factor range (CR), and
gene range. According to the gene range, a random
population is created.

Step 3: Following the mutation, crossover, and selection op-
erations, the population of the following generation
is created. Equation 2 determines the mutation fac-
tor. The validation set’s MAPE is used to calculate
the fitness value.

F ¼ Fmin þ ðFmax � FminÞ � 1

1þ e10ðt�0:5�TÞ=T ð2Þ

Fmax, Fmin represent the maximum and minimum values of
the variation factor, respectively. T represents the maximum
number of iterations, and t represents the current number of
iterations.

Step 4: Step 3 is repeated up to the allotted number of
times.

Step 5: The TFT model is given the ideal hyperparameter
from the ideal ADE individual. The training and
validation sets of data are used to train the TFT
model.

Step 6: The TFT model with the best training predicts the
test dataset.

4 Experimental study

Key tourist cities, namely Paris, Amsterdam, and Lisbon are
chosen to verify the reliability of the proposed forecasting
methodology. All input variables (historical tourism volume
data, newly confirmed cases, Google Trends, number of posts,
and CNN values) are linearly scaled to fit within the range
[0.1, 0.9] to enhance forecasting performance and avoid po-
tential numerical problems [57]. The ADE-TFT model and

Fig. 3 The model architecture of TFT
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other comparable models were coded in Python 3.8. The com-
putation was evaluated on an effective computer with an Intel
(R) Core (TM) i7-10700K CPU, 3.80 GHz, 32GBRAM, and
Windows 10 system. The CNNmodels and ADE-TFTmodels
are available on GitHub (https://github.com/wubinrong-hub/
CNN-and-ADE-TFT-model).

4.1 Data retrieval and preprocessing

The collection and preprocessing processes of tourism volume
data, newly confirmed cases, travel forum data, and Google
Trends data are given as follows.

(1) Tourism volume data
Based on the number of international arrivals for the

year 2020 according to EUROSTAT (https://ec.europa.
eu/eurostat/data/database), the top 3 European capitals

are Paris, Amsterdam, and Lisbon. As shown in
Table 1, the number of international arrivals in Paris is
measured by arrivals in PARIS-CHARLES DE
GAULLE airport and PARIS-ORLY airport. The num-
ber of international arrivals in Amsterdam and Lisbon is
measured by arrivals in AMSTERDAM/SCHIPHOL
airport and LISBOA airport, respectively. Figure 5
shows the monthly international airport arrivals from
January 2012–to March 2022. In this graphic represen-
tation, the tourism volume of the three European cities
presents a cyclic pattern and an increasing trend before
2020. However, since 2020, the tourism volume has
changed dramatically, especially in March 2020 and
April 2020.

(2) Monthly new confirmed cases
This study gathered information on new confirmed

cases every month in France, Portugal, and the

Fig. 4 Flowchart of the ADE-
TFT model
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Netherlands from the World Health Organization’s offi-
cial website (https://covid19.who.int/), as the severity of
the COVID-19 outbreak in a tourist area influences the
traveler’s plans. The temporal series of foreign arrivals in
Paris, Amsterdam, and Lisbon as well as newly con-
firmed cases in France, the Netherlands, and Portugal
are displayed in Fig. 6. These datasets are linearly scaled
to match the range [0.1, 0.9] in order to clearly demon-
strate the association between these data. From Fig. 6, it
is intuitively clear that when the COVID-19 outbreak in
the area is severe, visitor numbers will fall sharply, and
when the number of confirmed cases falls, visitor num-
bers will sharply increase. Based on this, this analysis
forecasts tourism demand while taking into account the
number of new confirmed cases in the neighborhood to
reflect the severity of the COVID-19 pandemic there.

(3) Travel forum data
Internet data could facilitate forecasting tourism vol-

ume to tourist destinations. TripAdvisor (www.
tripadvisor.com), which is a leading travel guidance
platform, is a suitable candidate for analyzing traveler
thoughts and interactions. With more than 884 million

reviews and opinions about nearly 8 million businesses,
TripAdvisor allows travelers to find accommodations,
book experiences, book a table at restaurants, and
discover key attractions. The platform features an
online forum where people can exchange travel tips
and opinions and share personal experiences that can
influence the travel decisions of future travelers. As a
well-established travel recommendation platform with a
steady stream of posts, TripAdvisor can provide mass
and high-quality data for our study.

We extracted two main types of data from the
platform, namely the number of posts and travel fo-
rum text. The number of posts could reflect the pop-
ularity of a tourist destination. This number of posts
is calculated by the sum of questions and responses
in a specific forum, such as the Paris Travel Forum,
Amsterdam Travel Forum, and Lisbon Travel Forum.
The travel forum text consists of the topic headline
of a forum. As the headline states the core informa-
tion of the post and the full post contains irrelevant
information, we chose to analyze post headlines in
this research.

Table 1 Top 3 European capital
cities with the highest number of
international arrivals in 2020

City Airport Period

Paris PARIS-CHARLES DE GAULLE airport

PARIS-ORLY airport

Jan 2012- Mar 2022

Amsterdam AMSTERDAM/SCHIPHOL airport Jan 2012- Mar 2022

Lisbon LISBOA airport Jan 2012- Mar 2022

Fig. 5 International airport
arrivals in Paris, Amsterdam, and
Lisbon
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A total of 122,807 posts published from January
2012 to March 2022 were collected from Paris
Forum, Amsterdam Forum, and Lisbon Forum. To
facilitate the measurement of semantic analysis, we
only collected posts written in the English language.
Although the cities discussed in the study speaks
French, Dutch, and Portuguese, more than 90% of
the posts on the three forums were in English. All
travel forum posts were combined according to
month into a sample consisting of 123 observations.

(4) Google Trends data
Google Trends data were gathered from Google’s

search engine (Google Trends, http://www.google.com/
trends). The search behaviors of tourists when they look
for information about travel destinations to organize their
trips are recorded and constitute Google Trends. Search
keywords are designed according to the following steps:

a. LDA model was used to analyze the text in forum
travel posts (e.g., Paris Forum) and to divide these
posts into several topics. These topics generally refer
to major aspects of traveling such as lodging, shop-
ping, traffic, dining, recreation, and tour.

b. We chose several topic words from each topic, which
can reflect the main characteristic of each topic, to
form search keywords. The topic words, which are

obtained by using LDA, reflect hot topics or tourist
destinations on the travel forum.

c. Given those low-heat keywords are not reflected on
Google Trends, the considered keywords were used to
select Google Trends and to check whether the corre-
sponding search query volume data exist.

d. Pearson correlation was employed to refine the data
from Google Trends. Three Google Trends with the
highest Pearson correlation were determined as inputs
to the prediction model.

4.2 Forecasting procedure

All input variables were collected on a monthly basis.
Figure 7 illustrates the training, validation, and testing pe-
riods of the tourism volume forecasting model. The time
span of the CNN model covered the period from 2012:1 to
2022:3. In the CNN model, the time span of the training
period was from 2012:1 to 2017:8, including 68 monthly
observations. The test period was from 2017:9 to 2022:3,
including 55 monthly observations. The output of the CNN
model in the test period is employed as the input variables
of the tourism volume forecasting model. In the tourism
volume forecasting model, the time span of training, vali-
dation, and testing covered the periods 2017:9 to 2021:1,
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Fig. 6 Time series of international arrivals and new confirmed cases
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2021:2 to 2021:7, and 2021:8 to 2022:3, respectively. A
rolling window was employed to estimate the tourism vol-
ume forecasting model.

4.3 Text mining using the LDA topic model

The topic of travel-related forum postings was examined
using the Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) topic model
[58]. Tables 2 and 3 show, respectively, the fuzziness and
coherence of subject numbers ranging from 3 to 8. The
LDA model’s prediction accuracy is measured by the per-
plexity evaluation metric, and topic quality is gauged by
the coherence evaluation metric. So confusion and coher-
ence are combined to determine the topic numbers. Both
perplexity and coherence suggest that the ideal number of
topics for the Paris dataset should be 5, whereas the ideal
number for the Lisbon dataset should be 3. In contrast, the
perplexity and coherence suggest different topic counts
for the Amsterdam datasets. The optimal number of topics
in the Amsterdam dataset is 3, as there is little difference
in perplexity between the number of topics of 3, 4, and 5,
but there is a significant difference in coherence; there-
fore, we choose the smallest coherence. As shown above,
the findings imply that 5, 3, and 4 are the ideal topic
numbers for Paris, Amsterdam, and Lisbon. As a result,
there are primarily 5, 3, and 4 subjects in each post in the
Paris, Amsterdam, and Lisbon forums, respectively.

Based on the statistical inferences obtained by using
LDA, Table 4 depicts their topic and word distributions.
The 20 topic words in each topic are identified by the
largest weightings (i.e., term frequency-inverse document
frequency, TF–IDF). These topic words reflect hot topics

in the forum and impact factors of tourism arrivals. The
following analysis takes the Paris dataset as an example.
Topic 1 mainly represents words related to transportation,
for example, “cdg,” “train,” “metro,” “airport,” and
“gare.” The words “restaurant,” “location,” “apartment,”
“hotel,” and “credit” in topic 2 may suggest questions
about Paris lodging and dining. Furthermore, Topic 3
may reflect family trips according to specific words such
as “Disneyland,” “kid,” and “honeymoon.” In addition,
“transfer,” “cdg,” and “flying” in topic 4 may suggest
discussions about tourist flight connections. Topic 5 may
reflect discussions about tourist attractions (“Eiffel,” “itin-
erary,” “museum”, and “Louvre”) and recreation (“itiner-
ary” and “cruise”). These topics are extracted by using
LDA models and contain qualitative information that is
difficult to reflect using statistical indicators. Analyzing
topics discussed in travel forums in different periods
may facilitate tourism volume forecasting.

4.4 Extracting text features with CNN classification

The CNN classification was used to extract text features
from travel forum posts. The hyperparameter combination
of CNN was selected by the grid search method. After
several parameter experiments, Table 5 depicts the final
CNN parameters of the Paris, Amsterdam, and Lisbon
datasets, respectively. Table 6 shows the results of the
CNN model. CNN classification has achieved satisfactory
performance in all three data sets.

Figure 8 shows the time series of international arrivals,
the number of posts, and CNN classifications. The

Fig. 7 Training, validation, and
testing periods of tourism volume
forecasting model

Table 2 The perplexity of different topic numbers

Number of topics Paris Amsterdam Lisbon

3 856.12 743.62 589.53

4 855.84 740.69 585.98

5 850.39 743.93 589.90

6 856.33 746.75 586.72

7 860.11 749.42 588.85

8 858.67 751.77 595.80

The lower the perplexity, the higher the LDA model prediction accuracy

Table 3 The coherence of different topic numbers

Number of topics Paris Amsterdam Lisbon

3 -6.51 -8.24 -11.96

4 -7.41 -10.19 -11.03

5 -6.09 -9.88 -11.32

6 -8.90 -11.40 -12.47

7 -9.03 -11.35 -12.85

8 -9.98 -12.65 -12.64

The higher the consistency, the higher the topic quality obtained by the
LDA model

B. Wu et al.



number of posts and CNN values show similar trends in
terms of tourism volume, either contemporarily or with a
slight lag. The fluctuation of CNN values can be used as
an indicator of the increase or decline of tourist volume.
Moreover, the number of posts and Google Trends can
suggest the amplitude of tourism demand fluctuation, ei-
ther increase or decline. Thus, combining CNN values,
the number of posts, and Google Trends is a scientific
approach when forecasting precise tourism volume.

4.5 Google Trends selection by topic words

As shown in Table 7, the topic words in bold are selected to
determine Google Trends. These topic words, which can re-
flect the main characteristic of each topic, are used to form
search keywords. For example, the words “train,” “metro,”
and “airport” from topic 1 in the Paris Forum reflect discus-
sions about transportation, similar to the theme of topic 1.
However, the words “stay,” “recommendation,” and “advice”

Table 4 Topic words in forum posts

City Type Number of posts Top 20 topic words

Paris (A total of 80,720 posts) Topic 1 17,396 (21.55%) Hotel, stay, cdg, train,metro, Paris, airport, gare, advice, Nord, recommendation,
April, Orly, car, transportation, Lyon, Easter, lunch, shop, nightlife

Topic 2 7676 (9.51%) Apartment, restaurant, rental, travel, location, Paris, visit, June, hotel, German,
birthday, September, company, experience, centre, finding, credit, refund, tax

Topic 3 6710 (8.31%) Tour, France, dinner, Montparnasse, air, nice, Paris, Disneyland, private, view,
walking, tourist, free, fare, parking, honeymoon, visitor, hotel, guided, kid

Topic 4 21,037 (26.06%) Paris, trip, day, taxi, Marais, station, transfer, 1st, flying, French, cdg, card, report,
quick, central, food, buying, hotel, Halle, dining

Topic 5 27,900 (34.56%) Question, Eiffel, tower, itinerary, ticket, pas, bus, museum, louvre, buy, Chales,
Gaulle, Paris, book, cruise, flight, Moulin, airport, Saint, hotel

Amsterdam (A total of 27,444 posts) Topic 1 5421 (19.75%) Hotel, restaurant, Amsterdam, bus, layover, travel, tram, Paris, hour, airport,
day, recommendation, shop, walking, family, food, train, coffee, Indonesian,
tour

Topic 2 9329 (33.99%) Amsterdam, trip, Keukenhof, tour, stay, canal, city, central, cruise, card, tulip,
Schipol, visit, Brussels, bar, accommodation, rental, car, bike, Easter

Topic 3 12,694 (46.25%) Train, question, airport, ticket, Schipol, night, Amsterdam, museum, station,
transfer, house, hotel, suggestion, location, frank, Anne, Bruges, April, day,
windmill

Lisbon (A total of 14,643 posts) Topic 1 1525 (10.41%) Train, Portugal, travel, station,weather, ticket,Lisbon, cost, June, local, luggage,
price, purchase, advance, activity, passport, dining, bike, English, COVID-19

Topic 2 2625 (17.93%) Trip, stay, restaurant, question, Lisbon, Sintra, fado, apartment, beach, advice,
cruise, traveling, flight, family, football, connection, July, Portugal, report,
airport

Topic 3 4927 (33.65%) Lisbon, car, day, Porto, rental, transport, night, tour, Cascais, faro, train, airport,
public, visit, Benfica, weekend, stay, food, bar, Easter

Topic 4 5566 (38.01%) Hotel, airport, taxi, bus, Lisbon, card, metro, hour, suggestion, recommendation,
transfer, layover, transportation, Lagos, free, Oriente, market, stopover, map,
breakfast

The words in bold are selected to determine Google Trends. Repeated words are not marked

Table 5 CNN parameters of each
dataset Data sets Parameter combination

Paris The max number of words in corpus=11,000; the max sequence lengths=
4000; batch size=55; number of filters=128; filter size=3,4,5;
embedding dimension=100; drop out probability=0.5; l2 regulation=0.

Amsterdam The max number of words in corpus=9000; the max sequence lengths=
850; batch size=60; number of filters=128; filter size=3,4,5;
embedding dimension=200; drop out probability=0.5; l2 regulation=0.

Lisbon The max number of words in corpus=5500; the max sequence lengths=
450; batch size=55; number of filters=64; filter size=2,3,4; embedding
dimension=200; drop out probability=0.5; l2 regulation=0.
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are unrepresentative, and cannot search Google Trends related
to Paris travel. The keywords of each topic are selected and
shown in Table 7. Given that a topic word is a single word, we
have supplemented it with the name of the travel destination
or the special meaning of tourism. For example, “tour” from
the Paris Forum denotes the keywords of the Paris tour, and
“Eiffel” clearly suggests the keywords of The Eiffel Tower.

Table 8 summarizes the Pearson correlation of the selected
Google Trends with the tourism volumes of Paris,
Amsterdam, and Lisbon. Three Google Trends with the
highest Pearson correlation for each dataset are determined.
Thus, the keywords “Paris museum,” “Paris flight,” and “Paris
airport” are determined as the final Google Trends of the Paris
dataset. The keywords “Amsterdam station,” “Amsterdam

tour,” and “Amsterdam food,” are selected as the final
Google Trends of the Amsterdam dataset. The keywords
“Lisbon restaurant,” “Lisbon airport,” and “Lisbon,” are se-
lected as the inputs of the Lisbon tourism volume forecasting.

Figure 9 shows the time series of international arrivals and
these Google Trends. Google Trends show very similar trends
in international arrivals, either contemporarily or with a slight
lag. This finding suggests that Google Trends could be a sat-
isfactory predictor of tourist arrivals.

4.6 Tourism volume forecasting

(a) Performance measures
A percentage error and two scale-dependent errors,

namelyMAPE, RMSE, andMAE, are employed to eval-
uate the accuracy of tourism volume forecasting. Their
mathematical equations are as follows:

MAPE ¼
Pk

t¼1 byt � ytj j=yt
k

; ð3Þ

RMSE ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiPk

t¼1ðbyt � ytÞ2
k

s
; ð4Þ

MAE ¼ 1

k

Xk

t¼1
jðbyt � ytÞj; ð5Þ

Table 6 Results of CNN classification

City Accuracy Precision Recall F1-
measure

Paris 0.67 0.66 0.61 0.63

Amsterdam 0.70 0.70 0.71 0.70

Lisbon 0.73 0.73 0.71 0.72

The following formulas are used to calculate accuracy, precision, recall,
and F-measure: Accuracy ¼ TPþTN

TPþFPþTNþFN ; Precision ¼ TP
TPþFP ; Recall

¼ TP
TPþFN ; F1�measure ¼ 2�Precision�Recall

PrecisionþRecall , where TP means the number
of positive cases which are classified as positive; FPmeans the number of
positive cases which are categorized as negative; TN means the number
of negative cases which are classified as negative; FN is the number of
positive cases which are categorized as negative
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Table 7 Keywords or search
topics selected by topic words
generated using the LDA model

Type Paris (A total of 30 keywords) Amsterdam (A total of 20
keywords)

Lisbon (A total of 28
keywords)

Topic
1

Cdg → Paris Charles de Gaulle
Airport

Hotel → Amsterdam hotel Train→ Lisbon train

Train→ Paris train Restaurant → Amsterdam
restaurant

Portugal → Portugal

Metro→ Paris metro Amsterdam→ Amsterdam Travel → Lisbon travel

Paris→ Paris Bus → Amsterdam bus Station → Lisbon station

Airport → Paris airport Travel → Amsterdam
travel

Weather→ Lisbon weather

Gare → Paris gare Paris→ Paris Lisbon → Lisbon

Orly → PARIS ORLY airport Airport → Amsterdam
airport

Passport → Lisbon passport

Transportation→ Paris transportation Shop→ Amsterdam shop Dinner → Lisbon dinner

Lyon → Lyon Food→ Amsterdam food -

Shop → Paris shop Train → Amsterdam train -

- Tour→ Amsterdam tour -

Topic
2

Apartment → Paris apartment Trip→ Amsterdam trip Trip → Lisbon trip

Restaurant→ Paris restaurant Keukenhof→ Keukenhof Restaurant→ Lisbon
restaurant

Travel → Paris travel Cruise→ Amsterdam
cruise

Sintra → Sintra

Hotel → Paris hotel Tulip → Amsterdam tulip Beach → Lisbon beach

- Schipol → Schipol airport Cruise→ Lisbon cruise

- Brussels→Brussels Traveling → Lisbon
traveling

- Bar → Amsterdam bar Flight→ Lisbon flight

- - Airport → Lisbon airport

Topic
3

Tour → Paris tour Museum → Amsterdam
museum

Porto→ Porto

France → France Station→ Amsterdam
station

Transport → Lisbon
transport

Montparnasse → Montparnasse - Tour → Lisbon tour

Disneyland → Disneyland Resort
Paris

- Benfica → Benfica

- - Food → Lisbon food

Bar → Lisbon bar

Topic
4

Taxi → Paris taxi - Hotel → Lisbon hotel

Station → Paris station - Taxi → Lisbon taxi

French → French - Bus → Lisbon bus

Food → Paris food - Metro → Lisbon metro

- - Transportation → Lisbon
transportation

- - Lagos→ Lagos

Topic
5

Eiffel → The Eiffel Tower - -

Itinerary→ Paris itinerary - -

bus → Paris bus - -

Museum→ Paris museum - -

Louvre → Louvre - -

Chales → PARIS-CHARLES DE
GAULLE airport

- -

Cruise → Paris cruise - -

Flight → Paris flight - -

“a → b” means that the topic words “a” identify the search topic of Google Trends “b”
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wherek is the size of forecasts,yt denotes the actual value of
tourism volume at month t, and byt denotes the predicted tour-
ism volume at month t.

(b) Comparable models
Popular time-series forecasting models, such as

ARIMAX, SARIMAX, SVM, BPNN, and LSTM, were

Table 8 Google Trends and their
correlation coefficients with Paris,
Amsterdam, and Lisbon tourist
volume

Paris Amsterdam Lisbon

Keywords Pearson
Correlation

Keywords Pearson
Correlation

Keywords Pearson
Correlation

Paris museum 0:944�� Amsterdam
station

0:965** Lisbon
restaurant

0:967**

Paris flight 0:937** Amsterdam
tour

0:956** Lisbon
airport

0:958**

Paris airport 0:931** Amsterdam
food

0:951** Lisbon 0:949**

Paris cruise 0:931** Brussels 0:950** Lisbon food 0:947**

Paris food 0:930** Amsterdam
airport

0:948** Lisbon metro 0:944**

Paris hotel 0:925** Amsterdam bus 0:947** Lisbon tour 0:942**

Paris station 0:925** Amsterdam
cruise

0:941** Lisbon bus 0:940**

Paris train 0:922** Amsterdam 0:940** Lisbon bar 0:933**

PARIS ORLY
airport

0:921** Amsterdam trip 0:934** Lisbon station 0:925**

Paris metro 0:915** Schipol airport 0:933** Lisbon flight 0:924**

The table only shows the top 10 keywords of Pearson Correlation. ** denotes that the keywords and tourism
volume have a significant correlation at the 1% level (two-tailed). The words in bold are the top three Google
Trends associated with tourism volume
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utilized in this work to forecast tourism volume as com-
parative models [59–64]. These forecasting models used
monthly tourist volume as an output variable and histor-
ical tourism volume data, newly confirmed cases, and
big data indices (such as Google Trends and travel forum
data) as input variables. One-step-ahead prediction is
used by all prediction models.

(iii) Parameter set
The grid search method was applied to select the

parameters of ADE. The parameters of the ADE-
TFT model in the three data sets are listed in
Table 9. The search range of TFT parameters is as
follows: the range of the number of batch sizes is set
within [5,20]; the number of attention heads, [1,4];
the number of hidden layers, [2,8]; the number of
consecutive hidden layers [2,8]; the number of time
steps, [2,12]; learning rates, [0.001,0.1]. The final
parameters of ADE-TFT are shown in Table 9.With
Paris dataset as an example, Table 10 shows the
input variables of the TFT model.

The grid search method is applied to determine
the parameters of the comparable models.
According to the results of a series of experiments,
Table 11 presents the final parameter values of com-
parable models in all examples.

(iv) Results and discussion
The prediction performance of ADE-TFT

is superior to that of BPNN, ARIMAX,
SARIMAX, SVM, and LSTM, according to
the results of the predictions provided in
Table 12. This is because ADE-TFT has a
good capacity to fit data with complicated
fluctuations. Additionally, this study
contrasted the ADE-TFT model with the fun-
damental genetic algorithm (GA) and the dif-
ferential evolution algorithm (DE) to improve

the TFT model in order to assess the ADE
algorithm’s capacity for optimization. The
findings demonstrate that the ADE algorithm
is a superior way for determining appropriate
parameters for the TFT model, as the ADE-
TFT model predicts outcomes better than the
DE-TFT model and the GA-TFT model do in
the majority of circumstances. The prediction
performances of various models are displayed
in Fig. 10. The expected tourism volume in
the graphic was forecasted using ADE-TFT
models, which is closer to the actual tourism
volume than it was predicted using other com-
parable models. This result implies that the
ADF-TFT model is a reliable forecasting
model for tourism demand.

The predicting performances of various
forecasting models using various predictors
are shown in Table 13. Due to the impact of
the COVID-19 pandemic, tourism volume
has fluctuated sharply in recent years, so only
using historical tourism volume to forecast
tourism has achieved poor results as shown
in Table 13. Whereas, when new confirmed
cases are considered in the tourism volume
prediction, the results will be significantly im-
proved. In the majority of situations, combin-
ing historical tourism volume, fresh evidence
of popular tourist destinations, Google
Trends, the volume of posts, and CNN text
characteristics can improve prediction perfor-
mance compared to utilizing fewer factors in
project ing tourism volume in Paris ,
Amsterdam, and Lisbon. Utilizing the Paris
datasets as an example, the MAPE of the sug-
gested model increased from 7.37 to 3.10%
when compared to using only historical tour-
ism volume, new confirmed cases of tourist

Table 9 Parameters of the ADE-
TFT in the three data sets Parameter Paris Amsterdam Lisbon

ADE Population size (M ) 15 20 20

Maximum number of iterations (T ) 30 30 35

Crossover probability (CR) 0.2 0.3 0.2

Mutation operator (F) [0,1] [0,1] [0,1]

TFT Number of time steps 5 5 4

Number of batch sizes 16 18 15

Learning rates 0.072 0.048 0.069

Number of hidden layers 8 6 8

Number of attention heads 1 1 1

Number of consecutive hidden layers 4 4 4
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destinations, and Google Trends. The out-
comes show that multisource big data is pref-
erable for predicting tourism volume over the
COVID-19 period.

(c) Interpretable results and analysis
The interpretable outcomes of the ADE-TFT model

are shown in Figs. 11, 12 and 13. The following expla-
nation is broken up into three sections: the attention of
various lag orders, the importance order of previous in-
puts, and the importance order of future variables. The
following is a thorough study of the results that can be
understood:

& When evaluating the significance of historical in-
puts, it was discovered that Google Trends, CNN
features, the number of postings, and monthly
new confirmed instances were the most beneficial

for travel forecasts. The higher contribution of the
monthly new confirmed cases to the tourism pre-
diction suggests that the epidemic condition and
the policies of tourist destinations for preventing
epidemics have emerged as the primary concerns
and barriers to travel. As seen in Figs. 11, 12 and
13, the interpretable results indicate that CNN
values and the number of posts have significant
explanatory power for estimating tourism volume
in the majority of situations. In other words, in-
formation from travel forums can contribute to
projecting tourism volume in additional ways.

& According to the relevance of known variables, the
year is more useful to the forecast of tourism demand
than the month, showing that the COVID-19 pandem-
ic has significantly affected travel demand since 2020.

& The overall tendency of attention shifts is that the
input variables contribute more to the forecast of

Table 11 Parameters of the
different comparable models Model and Variable Adopted parameters

BPNN(Paris) hidden neurons=4; learning rate=0.005; epochs=200

BPNN(Amsterdam) hidden neurons=4; learning rate=0.005; epochs=250

BPNN(Lisbon) hidden neurons=5; learning rate=0.005; epochs=300

ARIMAX(Paris) p, d, q= (2,0,1)

ARIMAX(Amsterdam) p, d, q= (1,0,1)

ARIMAX(Lisbon) p, d, q= (1,0,0)

SARIMAX(Paris) p, d, q= (1,0,1); P, D, Q = (0,0,1)

SARIMAX(Amsterdam) p, d, q= (0,0,1); P, D, Q = (1,0,1)

SARIMAX(Lisbon) p, d, q= (2,0,1); P, D, Q = (1,0,1)

SVM(Paris) kernel = “rbf”; gamma=0.1.; C=3.1

SVM(Amsterdam) kernel = “rbf”; gamma=0.24; C=2.2

SVM(Lisbon) kernel = “rbf”; gamma=0.03; C=3.2

LSTM(Paris) batch size=22; hidden neurons=15; epochs=300

LSTM(Amsterdam) batch size=23; hidden neurons=20; epochs=350

LSTM (Lisbon) batch size=25; hidden neurons=25; epochs=300

Table 10 Inputs of the ADE-TFT
in the Paris dataset Static covariates Past inputs Known future inputs

ID (name of tourism volume series) GT of Paris airport Year

- GT of Paris museum Month

- GT of Paris flight Time index

- CNN values Relative time index

- Number of posts -

- Historical tourism arrivals data -

- Monthly new confirmed cases -

- Year -

- Month -

Time index

Relative time index
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tourism demand the shorter the lag order.
However, longer lag sequences can occasionally
be correlated with more attentiveness. For in-
stance, the attention value with a lag order of five
in the Paris sample is 23.5%, occupying a greater
component. Determining the optimal lag sequence
is crucial since this necessitates that the predictive
model has the memory capacity to retrieve long-
term inputs, which also supports the need for
employing ADE to optimize the TFT parameters
suggested in this study.

4.7 Managerial implications

From February 2020 to April 2020, several major airports
worldwide were affected by the COVID-19 pandemic and
travel bans in most countries. For example, international air-
port arrivals in Paris, Amsterdam, and Lisbon represent a total
reduction of 97.86%, 96.98%, and 98.78%, respectively. With
the reopening policy released in the middle of 2020, the tour-
ism volume in Europe slightly recovered. Since then, forecast-
ing tourism demand has become challenging. The main find-
ings of this study are described as follows:

Table 12 MAPE, MAE, and RMSE of each model

Model Paris Amsterdam Lisbon

MAPE (%) MAE RMSE MAPE (%) MAE RMSE MAPE (%) MAE RMSE

BPNN 8.63 244,662 324,617 10.12 170,141 252,206 11.04 84,110 101,228

ARIMAX 11.35 290,161 313,770 15.02 220,252 260,200 11.87 86,332 110,578

SARIMAX 9.60 257,740 321,591 15.58 251,838 367,665 12.26 94,907 108,025

SVM 10.84 301,825 459,945 6.47 106,071 139,231 6.99 56,588 84,579

LSTM 7.43 200,888 242,408 9.52 154,130 193,138 8.46 64,195 82,839

GA-TFT 6.61 174,910 224,792 5.24 87,321 102,849 4.39 35,918 43,197

DE-TFT 3.32 86,347 94,911 5.99 98,611 129,738 3.59 30,844 47,916

ADE-TFT 3.10 76,826 89,724 4.76 83,398 135,584 3.02 24,442 32,532

The bold values denote the best prediction performance of all models

Fig. 10 Predicted and actual
tourism volume in Paris,
Amsterdam, and Lisbon from
August 2021 to March 2022
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(a) Multi-source data can help estimate tourism demand dur-
ing COVID-19. In particular, Google Trends and the
quantity of postings might indicate how popular a desti-
nation is for tourists, and travel forums’ content often
includes evaluations of the relevant restrictions or
reopening rules as well as discussions of tourist interests
at various times. In the meanwhile, the recently verified
cases can provide insight into the epidemic situation in
popular tourist areas, which is particularly useful for
predicting visitation in the post-epidemic future.

(b) Managers in the tourism business will benefit from the
interpretable result of the tourism volume prediction.
Stakeholders can have a deeper knowledge of the con-
nections between Google Trends, travel forum posts, and
tourism volume volumes. The subjects and attitudes of
visitors toward popular tourist sites are reflected in travel
forum data, which can be utilized to determine whether
or not tourists have future trip plans. The number of
searches for a particular destination is shown by
Google Trends. Hot subjects in travel forums can be used

Table 13 MAPE, MAE, and RMSE of different inputs

Model and Variable Paris Amsterdam Lisbon

MAPE (%) MAE RMSE MAPE (%) MAE RMSE MAPE (%) MAE RMSE

ADE-TFT(HTV) 12.62 338,397 400,832 23.37 406,255 518,923 19.67 165,162 226,386

ADE-TFT(HTV+NCC+GT) 7.37 200,840 251,070 6.74 109,857 140,365 7.41 62,004 85,258

ADE-TFT (HTV+NCC+TF) 8.96 238,611 279,796 5.58 94,792 132,050 10.18 72,382 100,905

ADE-TFT (HTV+GT+TF) 9.10 256,681 367,944 10.04 181,632 251,627 9.69 74,418 104,637

ADE-TFT (NCC+GT+TF) 11.09 298,016 375,972 4.79 76,314 98,180 5.14 42,004 55,944

ADE-TFT (HTV+NCC+GT+TF) 3.10 76,826 89,724 4.76 83,398 135,584 3.02 24,442 32,532

HTV means historical tourism volume. NCC means newly confirmed cases. GT denotes Google Trends. TF denotes travel forum data, which includes
the number of posts and CNN text features

Fig. 11 Interpretable results of
the Paris dataset
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Fig. 12 Interpretable results of
the Amsterdam dataset

Fig. 13 Interpretable results of
the Lisbon dataset
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to filter Google Trends, which is a helpful supplement to
data from travel forums.

(c) Indexes based on big data can provide rich information
about tourists’ interests and preferences to accurately pre-
dict the demand for tourist attractions and destinations.
Besides, based on high-frequency prediction, tourism
practitioners can forecast the amount of tourism demand
recovery during the COVID-19 pandemic. In addition,
they can further develop revenue management objectives
by appropriate staff scheduling and applying dynamic
pricing strategies. Moreover, authorities can use tourism
volume forecasts to support crowd management and bet-
ter guard against COVID-19.

5 Conclusion and future research

Due to the COVID-19 pandemic, tourism demand in well-
known tourist cities exhibits violently fluctuating trends, mak-
ing it difficult to predict with accuracy. This research forecasts
tourist demand by combining historical travel volume, month-
ly new confirmed cases of travel destinations, Google Trends,
and travel forum data from TripAdvisor. Google Trends and
travel forum data complement one another; Google Trends
shows the popularity of tourist destinations, while travel fo-
rum data reveals the many themes that travelers are interested
in at various times. As a result, this approach to projecting
tourism volume may produce adequate results. LDA, deep
learning techniques and an interpretable forecasting model
are combined to propose a comprehensive framework for an-
ticipating tourism demand. In particular, Google Trends are
chosen for each topic after LDA analyzes the topics in the
travel forum text. From the travel forum posts, CNN is used
to automatically extract text features. In the meantime, the
revolutionary deep model ADE-TFT is suggested to forecast
the volume of tourism.

The study makes a variety of contributions. To start, this
study suggests a brand-new interpretable forecasting model,
called ADE-TFT, that can better estimate tourism demand
and explain the function of input variables. The TFT model’s
performance is enhanced by using the ADE algorithm to opti-
mize the parameter combination. Decision-makers involved in
the tourism industry can benefit from interpretable analysis of
forecasted tourist demand since it can help them create more
reliable predictions and plans. Second, this study provides a
novel approach to choose keywords from search engine data
and introduces two new predictive elements, namely text qual-
ities of travel forum content and the number of posts. This study
represents the first attempt to choose Google Trends based on
the generated themes using the LDA model. These results con-
tribute to a broader understanding of the theoretical underpin-
nings of method prediction, which maymake it easier to predict

the fluctuating demand for travel during the COVID-19 pan-
demic using data from Google Trends and travel forums.

However, there are gaps in this study that demand more
research. In the first place, using complete posts and complete
answers to postings rather than just post titles could have more
management consequences. Second, the number of languages
and sources can increase the size of the travel forum material
(e.g., Twitter, blogs, and news) [65]. Third, choosing keywords
is entirely manual. Fourth, the study’s time frame was broad,
spanning from January 2012 through March 2022. To make it
simpler for textual categorization algorithms to understand what
passengers have been interested in since the COVID-19 out-
break, periods can be cut down and daily or weekly data can
be used. For the purpose of reaching a more significant and
applicable conclusion, additional research is required.
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